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In this paper we investigate the problem of optimal control of a Markov chain
with a finite number of states when the control sets are compact in the metric
space. The goal of the control is to maximize the average reward per unit step.

For the case of finite control and state sets the existence of a stationary
optimal policy was proved in [1] and [2]. In [3]-[5] it was proved that for a
controlled Markov process with finite state space, compact control sets and
continuous reward and transition functions there may not exist an optimal policy.
In this paper it is proved that if the state space is finite, the control sets are
compact, the transition functions are continuous and the reward functions are
upper semicontinuous, then for any positive e there exists a stationary e-optimal
policy. By the average reward one can understand here the lower as well as the
upper limit of the average reward per unit step. For the case of the lower limit the
existence of the stationary e-optimal policy was proved in [4].

Examples in [3] and [4] show that if the above restrictions are not satisfied on
the control sets, the transition functions and the reward functions, there may not
exist a stationary e-optimal policy for some positive e. If the state space is not
finite then, as shows the example in [6], there may not be a stationary e-optimal
policy even in the case of finite control sets. Observe that if the number of states is
two, then, according to [7], under the assumptions made in this paper there exists a
stationary optimal policy.

In [7]-[9] were studied sufficient conditions for the existence of stationary
optimal policies imposing certain additional (in relation to the requirements of the
present paper) restrictions on the control sets. In [8] it was proved that for
compact convex control sets coinciding with the sets of transition probabilities and
concave continuous reward functions there exists a stationary optimal policy if any
stationary policy defines an ergodic Markov chain without transient states. In [9] it
was shown that under the condition derived in [8] it is sufficient to require that not
any but rather that at least one stationary policy define an ergodic Markov chain
without transient states.

In [7] two sufficient conditions were given. These conditions consist in the fact
that in addition to the assumptions of the present paper one should add one of the
following restrictions: (i) any stationary policy defines an ergodic Markov chain
with one ergodic class and possibly with transient states; (ii) for each state the set
of transition probabilities contains a finite number of extreme points.
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1. Basic Definitions

Let X {1, 2,..., s} be the state space. For each state xX let there be
given a control set Ax. On each of the sets Ax there are defined a function
qx(a)mthe reward of the control a A,, when the process is in the state xmand
the transition probabilities p(z[a), z X, from x to z under the control a. It is
assumed that the sets A are compact in a complete separable metric space, the
reward functions qx(a) are bounded above and upper semi-continuous with
respect to a, and the transition functions px (z la) are continuous with respect to a.
The collection {X, A, q (a), px (z [a)} defines the controlled Markov process
(CMP) Z. Set A x--1

By a trajectory h we mean an arbitrary sequence xoalxlazx2"", where
xt-1 X, at A,_I, 1, 2,. . By the policy 7r we mean a collection of prob-
ability measures rt(Flht-1), where 1, 2,. , ht-1 xoalxl at-lXt-1, F
belongs to the o--algebra of Borel subsets of Ax,_, and it is assumed that 7rt(F[ is
for each F a Borel function on L-1 X xA xX. xA X. Let Az denote the
collection of all policies of the CMP Z.

The policy rr is said to be nonrandomized if for any previous history ht-1 the
measure 7r,(. lh,-l) is concentrated at a single point. The policy 7r is said to be
semi-Markov if there exist measures 7rt(" [z, x), 2, 3, , z, x X, such that
m(" Ih,-a)=m(" ]Xo, X,-l) (in this case we shall write "n’t(" Ix, x) instead of
7r1(" [x)). For a nonrandomized semi-Markov policy r let 7rt(z, x) denote the
point at which rt(" ]z, x) is concentrated. The semi-Markov policy 7r is said to be
Markov if there are measures 7rt(" Ix), 2, 3,. , x X, such that 7rt(" [z, x)=
’,(" Ix).

The Markov policy r is said to be stationary if the measures or,(. Ix) are
concentrated at the points o(x), where o is a selector, i.e., a mapping of X into A
such that q (x) A. The corresponding stationary policy is also denoted by o. The
Markov policy r is said to be randomized stationary if rt(" Ix)= or(. Ix),
1, 2,..., x X. Each randomized stationary policy defines a homogeneous
Markov chain.

If the initial state x0 x is fixed, then each policy r defines, in view of the
Ionescu Tulcea theorem, a probability measure P on the space of trajectories of
the process. Here 7rt(" [ht-1) defines the transition from xt-1 to at and 7rt(" [h,_a)
that from at to xt. Let E denote expectation with respect to P.

The goal of the control is to maximize the average reward per unit time. It is
natural to estimate this reward by one of the two expressions"

N

(1) Wx(Tr)= lim N-1E E q,_(at).
N--,o t=l

N

(2) wx(Tr)= lim N-1E Y’. q,_l(at).
N--,oo t=l

Set V(Z)=sup{Wx(Tr):TrAz}. For e=>0 the policy 7r is said to be
e-optimal if W,,(Tr)>- V(Z)-e for each x X. A 0-optimal policy is said to be
optimal. The expressions vx(Z) and an e-optimal policy for criterion (2) are
defined similarly.
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In this paper the existence of a stationary e-optimal policy for criterion (1) is
proved. For a stationary policy 0, due to the ergodic theorem for Markov chains,
Wx(q) Wx(O), x X. Hence if a stationary policy is e-optimal for the criterion
(1) it is also e-optimal for criterion (2). Hence from the existence of a stationary
e-optimal policy for criterion (1) there follow the existence of such a policy for
criterion (2) and the equality vx(Z)= Vx(Z),x X. This equality was known
earlier for a CMP with finite number of states under additional assumptions (for
example, that the control sets are finite, see [3], [10], or that from any state one can
pass with positive probability under certain controls into any other in a finite
number of steps, see [8], [11]). For criterion (2) the existence of a stationary
e-optimal policy is proved in [4].

Set

p(X’la) p (z la), where x X, X’ c X, a Ax,
zEX’

and let W(Tr), V(Z) and q() be s-dimensional column-vectors with coordinates
Wx(Tr), Vx(Z) and qx(q(x)), respectively. The limit (possibly, upper) of a
sequence of vectors is understood coordinatewise. An inequality (or equality)
between two vectors is understood coordinatewise. In certain cases instead of a
vector with all coordinates equal we shall write a constant. Below in addition to
the CMPZ we shall consider other CMP’s connected with Z. As far as possible we
shall adhere to the notation and definitions introduced for Z for these processes.

2. The Theorem on Passing to the Limit

We shall say that the sequence of selectors q,, converges to the selector p if
p,,(x)--> (x) for any x eX.

We shall say that a set of states X’cX is closed under the selector o if
p(X’I (x)) 1 for any x e X’.

Theorem 1. If the sequence of selectors o, converges to the selector o*, then
there exists a nonernpty set ofstatesX* Xclosed under the selector p* such thatfor
xX*

W(cp*) _-> lim Wx(cp,).

The theorem follows from the next two lemmas.

Lemma 1. For any sequence ofselectors on there exist a subsequence q,k and a
nonernpty set ofstatesX’ Xsuch thatX’ is an ergodic class for each ofthe Markov
chains defined by the selectors pnk and

lim W,(,,)= lim W(0,) forx X’.

Lemma 2. If the sequence ofselectors o converges to the selector q* and each
ofthe q,, defines a Markov chain with one ergodic class, then there exists a nonempty
set ofstatesX* Xclosed underq * such that Wx (o *) >-_ lim,_, W, (g,,,) forx X*.
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Let us show that Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 1 and 2. Let on converge
to ,*. Choose a subsequence qnk and a set X’ whose existence is asserted in
Lemma 1. Consider the sets A,, {a A, "p,(X’la)= 1}, where x X’, and the
CMP Z’ defined by the collection {X’, A’x, q,,(a), p(zla)}. Since the p,,(zla) are
continuous in a and the A’x are compact, q*(x) A for x X’. Applying Lemma
2 to Z’ and the sequence q,k(x), x X’, we obtain the assertion of Theorem 1.

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Let P(q) denote the matrix of transition probabilities
of the Markov chain defined by o and set

N

M(q)= lim N-1 Y’. p,-l(q).
N--)oo t=l

This limit exists due to the ergodic theorem for Markov chains. Denote the
ceofficients of the matrix M(q) by mxz(q), 1 _-<x, z -<s. Obviously, M(q)P(q)=
M() and W() M(q) W(q).

For arbitrary x and o,

W,(q)= ’. m,,z(qg)Wz(o), m,,z(qg)= 1,
z=l z=l

mx(q) >=0 and if rnxz(0)> 0, then z is an intransient state of the Markov chain
defined by o. Hence for some intransient state z(tp) of this chain

(3) Wz(,)(q) max
xX

and thus

lim W(,,>(q,,)=max lim Wx(q,,).
X

Since the number of states of the process is finite, one can choose a
subsequence , of g,, such that in the matrices P(q,) zeros occur in the same
places for any two selectors q,, and qn in this subsequence, z(nk) z(q,)= z
and

lim Wz(q) lim Wz(.)(q).

The Markov chains defined by the qk decompose X into the same ergodic classes
and transient states.

Let X’ denote the subset of X containing z which is an ergodic class for.each
of the Markov chains defined by the qn. Since m,,,(0,,) mzx,(o,,,.) for x’ X for
any x X’, we have Wx(,,,,)= Wz(q,,,,). Hence, for each x 6 X’,

lim Wx(q,,) max lim Wx,(q,,) >-- lim Wx(O,,).
X

PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Since the policies q, define Markov chains with one
ergodic class, the coefficients of the vector W(q) are identical for any q,,. Choose
a subsequence ,, of , such that

lim W(q:,,) lira W(q,,).
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Suppose that lim,k_o Wx (qilk) _-< Wx (o*) for some x X. If x is an intransient
state of the chain defined by q*, then, for any state z belonging to the same
ergodic class of this chain as x, we have

lim Wz(g,,) lim W(qii)_-< W,(q*) Wz(q*).
Ilk

Hence this ergodic class will be the set X* referred to in the lemma. If x is a
transient state of the Markov chain defined by *, then according to (3) there
exists an intransient state z(*) of this chain such that

Wz(.)(*) Wx(*) lim Wx() lim Wz(.)().

Whence the lemma follows from the existence of a state x X for which
lim. W.(.) 6 W.(*).

Suppose there is no such state and that W lim, W(,)> W(*).
According to [12], for any selector there exists a vector r() such that

Set

W( + r(q q (o +P(q)r(q ).

yil q(cp,)+P(cilk)r(p*)-q(c*)-P(c*)r(*), Aril r(pn)-r(p*).

Then

Multiplying both sides of the last equation on the left by M(,), we obtain

(4) M(,)(W(,)- W(*))=

Since for any the matrix M() is stochastic, one can choose a subsequence
of, such that, for any x and z, 1 x, z s, the sequence mxz() converges. Let
mxz lim,. mz(’) and let M be the matrix with coefficients mzk

Let us pass to the limit in (4) with respect to the subsequence taking into
account that the coefficients of M() are non-negative. We get

(5) M(W- W(*))M lim

Since by assumption W> W(*) and M is stochastic, the left side of (5) is
positive. On the other hand, by the continuity of px(" [a) and the upper semicon-
tinuity of q(a) we have

lira yilk= lim (q(q.)-q(q*))<=0 and M lim y._<-O.

This contradiction proves Lemma 2.
The next example shows that in general X* : X.

EXAMPLE. Let X {1, 2}, A A2 A {0, 1, 1/2, -, .}. The transition
functions are pl(l[a)= p(21a)= 1- a, a A. The reward functions are q(a)= O,
q2(a) 1, a A.
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Consider the sequence of selectors q,, converging to o*" qn (1) qn(2) 1/n,
0"(1) q*(2)= 0. For any selector qn the average reward Wx(O,) W2(q,)- ,
but Wx(q*) 0 while Wz(q*) 1. Thus X* {2} X.

3. Definition of a Reduced Process

Let y R s, where R is an s-dimensional vector space. Denote the z-th
coordinate of y by yz.

We shall call a CMP reduced if: (i) the Ax are convex and compact in
R s, x X, (ii) for each x X the controls a Ax are identified with the vectors of
the transition probabilities p(. la) and p,(zla)=az, z eX, (iii) the q(a) are
concave and upper semi-continuous.

In this section it will be shown that: (i) to prove the existence of a stationary
e-optimal policy one can restrict oneself to the case of a reduced CMP, (ii) for a
reduced CMP it suffices to consider only nonrandomized semi-Markov policies.

For an arbitrary CMP Z consider the vector functions y p,(. [a). We call
the set Yx={y: y=px(, la), aA} the set of transition probabilities of the
process in the state x. Since Y.= p(zla)= 1 and p,(zla)>-O for any a Ax, we
know that Yx is contained in an (s-1)-dimensional simplex. The set Yx is
compact since it is the continuous image of the compact set

Just as in [7], consider the sets Ay ={a A,:p,(. la)- y}, y Y,, and the
functions c(y) max {q (a): a Axy}. The maximum is attained since the A,y are
compact and the qx(a) are upper semicontinuous. In [7] it was shown that the Cx(y)
are upper semicontinuous. Let Y be the convex hull of Yx. For each of the cx (y)
consider, as in [7], the function gx(y)--the smallest concave function defined on
Yx] greater than or equal to Cx(y) on Y.

According to [13] (Corollary 17.1.5),

(6) ?(y)=max{ Aic(yi)’yi gx,i>--O, Ai=I, i 1iYi=Y}"
i=1 i=1 i=1

The maximum is attained since the Y are compact, the c(y) are upper semicon-
tinuous and Ai->_0. From (6) it follows that the g(y) are upper semicontinuous.

Consider the CMP Z with state space X, control sets Yx ], reward functions
6(y) and transition functions p (z lY) yz. Obviously, Z is a reduced CMP.
According to the definitions of 1, the number V(Z) is the least upper bound of
the average reward per unit step for Z under the initial state x.

Theorem 2. If for some e >= 0 there exist ]:or the CMP Z a set X’ X and a
selector O such that Wx(O) >-_ V(Z)- e ]’or x X’, then for the CMPZ there exists a
selector q such that W(q) >= V(Z) e for x X’ moreover, ifX’ is closed under
it is also closed under q.

PROOF. From (6) if follows that for any x X there are numbers

1,,. 2, h h >0, z. h 1 and yx, yz, Y, y Yx,
i=1

such that

c-(0(x)) ACx(y) and p(x)= Ay:.
i=1 i=1
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All the h may be chosen to be positive since it is allowed that y yfor # ].
For each x and i, l<-i<-_s, oonsider a control a. Axy7 such that

qx(a’) cx (yY). For Z consider the randomized stationary policy zr, 7r(a[x) h .
From the definition of 7r it follows that W(Tr)= W(4,).

Consider the CMP with state space X, control sets A’x {a}, 1 <-i-<_s,
transition functions px(" ]a) and reward functions qx(a). Since this process has
finite state and control sets, there exists for it a stationary optimal policy

" W() _-> W(Tr) and Wx(q) >-_ Vx(Z)- E, X X’. But Vx(Z) >-_ V(Z), x X ([7],
relation (10)); hence Wx(q) >- Vx(Z)- e, x X’. Since h > 0, the zeros of the
matrix P(q) are in the same places as those of the matrix P($). Hence if the state
set X’ is closed under , it is also closed under qg. The theorem is proved.

Theorem 2 shows that to prove the existence of a stationary e-optimal policy
it suffices to prove the existence of such a policy for a reduced CMP. Hence below
we shall assume that Z is reduced.

Lemma 3. For any policy 7r there exists a nonrandomized semi-Markov policy
r such that W(cr) >= W(Tr).

PROOF. According to I-3] (Chapter 3, 2), for each 7r there exists a semi-
Markov policy ,r’ such that for any N and x

N N

E E qx,_l(at)=E’ E qx,_l(a,)
t=l t=l

and hence W,(rr)= Wx(,r’). Consider, for arbitrary x, z X, the vector

ff,(x, z)= f p( la)r’,(dalx, z)
m

for each value of t=l,2,... (for t=l it is assumed that x=z). SinceAz is
convex, ,(x, z) Az. Define the nonrandomized semi-Markov policy r:

r,(x, z) dr(x, z), 1, 2," x, z X.

By induction on it is easy to see that

’’(x,_ z)= P(x,_ z)

for any t, x and z. Since the A are convex and the q(a) are concave, applying
Jensen’s inequality we obtain that for x, z and for which Px (xt-1 z)>0, we
have

E’(qx,_(a,)lx,-1 z)= I. qz(a)r’t(dalx, z)
A

<=qz(,(x, z))= E(qx,_(a,)[x,_ z).

Hence

E’ qx,_l(a,) E’ E’ (q,_(a,)lx,- <-EE(qx,_(a,)lx,-) Eqx,_(at),

where x X, 1, 2, . It follows that W(Tr’) <-_ W(r). The Lemma is proved.
Let A denote the class of nonrandomized semi-Markov policies for Z. In

view of Lemma 3 from here on we shall only consider 7r A’z for Z.
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4. Some Auxiliary Results

Theorem 3. There exist a stationary policy q and a nonempty set of states
X’ X such that X’ is closed under q and Wx(q) Vx(Z) for x X’.

PROOF. Set C ={a Rs" =1 az 1, az->0}. For each state x such that
Ax C we extend the definition of q(a) to C outside Ax as follows: qx(a)=
qx(a’) for a C\A where a’ Ax satisfies the condition p(a, a’)=
min {p(a, d): d Ax}, and p is the usual metric on R s. The existence and unique-
ness of a’ follows from the compactness and convexity of Ax. It is not hard to see
that the qx(a) are upper semicontinuous on Cs.

Consider the sequencesof polyhedra A"

(7) AT+IAC and f-) A’=A.
n=l

Due to Theorem 2 in [7] for each n for the CMP Z defined by the collection
{X, AT, qx(a), p( la)}, where p(zla) az AT, there exists a stationary optimal
policy 0,. Since A7 Ax, x e X, W(,) V(Z) >= V(Z).

Take a convergent subsequence qnk of q,. Let q,k q. Then q(x) e A, x e X.
From Theorem 1 it follows that there exists a set X’ cX closed under q, such that
W(q) -> Vx (Z), x X’, and hence Wx (q) V(Z) for x e X’.

For bounded reward functions Theorem 3 is contained in [14].
We call x a stopping state if the set A consists of one control a and

p(x]a)=l, qx(a)=O.

Lemma 4. Let q(a)>-O, x eX, and let there exist a stopping state z and a
selector q ]’or which the set X\z is closed. Then there exist a selector q’ and a
nonempty set X’ such that" (a) X’ c X\z (b) X’ is closed under q’; (c) Wx (o’)
V,, (Z) for x X’.

PROOF. Suppose that for x X\z the sets Ax are polyhedra. Then by
Theorem 2 in [7] for our process there exists a stationary optimal policy q3. The
state z is absorbing for a Markov chain defined by an arbitrary selector. Hence if
there exists an intransient state x X\z of the Markov chain defined by q3, then the
ergodic class X’ of this chain containing x and the selector 0’= ff satisfy
conditions (a)-(c). If all the states x X\z are transient for the Markov chain
defined by q3, then V(Z)= 0. Since qx(a)>-O, for X’ and q’ one can take X\z and
0, respectively.

In the general case, when the Ax are not necessarily polyhedra we can, just as
in the proof of Theorem 3, extend the definition of qx(a) for a CS\Ax, x X\z.
For each x X\z consider the sequence of polyhedra Ax satisfying conditions (7).
Set A7 Az, n 1, 2,. . For each n, there exist for the CMP Z" with control
sets A. a selector q’ and a set X’ such that X’n X\z, Wx(tp’) Vx(Z) for
x X and X’ is closed under q’. Select a subsequence nk in such a way that the

coincide. Let X’ J and qn- 0.converges and the sets Xk ksequence qn
Then 0’(x)e A, x X. Theorem 1, applied to the CMP with set of states X and
control sets x={aeAx"p(ffla)=l},x2, yields the existence of a set
X’, X’< X, satisfying conditions (a)-(c).
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REMARK 1. Lemma 4 is also valid for the case when the CMP Z is not
reduced. To see this it is necessary as in 3 to pass from the CMPZ to the reduced
CMPZ. For Z the reward functions, the state z and the set X\z satisfy the
conditions of Lemma 4. Hence, by Theorem 2, the lemma is also valid for Z.

For 1 2 and arbitrary x X, zr A’zlet Ax(zr, t) denote a subset of Ax
such that for each a Ax(zr, t) there exist z X and n _-> such that zrn(z, x) a.
Let A(w, t) denote the closure of A(, t). Let Vx(, t) denote the least upper
bound fo the average reward for the CMP defined by the collection
{X, Ax(, t), qx(a), Px( la)}.

For arbitrary x, z X and 1, 2, , set

W(, z, q)= lim N-1 q,_(a)lx- z
N

ifP(xt_l=Z)>0 and Wx(,z,t)=O if P(xt-l=Z)=O.

Lemma 5. For any x, z, tl and n such that n <-t, and P(xtl-x z)>0 the
inequalities

Wx(zr, z, tl)<_- Vz(Tr, n)<= Vz(Z)

are valid.

PROOF. Since Ax(zr, n)cAx, xX, the second inequality is obvious.
Suppose that W(zr, z, tl) > Vz(Tr, tl) for some x, z and tl satisfying the conditions
of the lemma.

On the control sets A(Tr, tl), Y X, consider a nonrandomized semi-Markov
policy zr’ such that zr’t (z, ) zrtl+t-1 (x, ), 1, 2,. . From the definition of
the policy 7r’ it is easily deduced that for each 1, 2,... the probability
distributions of xt-1 and at with respect to the measure PT’ coincide, respectively,
with the conditional probability distributions of x tl+t-1 and a tl+t with respect to
the measure P under the condition that xq-1 Z. Hence Wz(Tr’) W(zr, z, tl) >-
Vz(Tr, tl), which contradicts the definition of Vz(Tr, tl). Hence W(zr, z, tl) <-
Vz(’tr, tl).

Since A(zr, tx)cAx(Tr, n) for n<-tl, we have V2(Tr, tx)<-V(zr, n). The
lemma is proved.

For arbitrary X’ cX and n 1, 2, , set

r(n, X’) z(n, X’, h) min {t >= n, Xt-1 Xt}.

Lemma 6. Let X’ X be closed under q. For an arbitrary policy 7r and any
instant n define the policy 7r%(X’)"

7Tt X, Z)
r",c(X’),(x, z)=

,t,(z)

if < n or z C_ X’,

if >-_n andz eX’.

Then if the functions qx(a) are bounded and Wz(O) >- Vz(r, n)-e for any z 6X’,
we have

Wx(’",p(X’)) >- W(r)- e, x e X.
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PROOF. Since on adding the same number to the functions qx(a) the vectors
W(zr) and V(Z) will vary by the same number, one can assume without loss of
generality that q,(a) >- O.

Since

{z(n, X’) tl} Il {z(n, X’) tz} if tl t2

and

P(z(n, X’) < oo) <= 1,

there is, for any /> 0, an index Nv such that

P(N <- z(n, X’) < c) <__ V,

For arbitrary 8 > 0 set

xX.

y 3/( max max q(a)+ 1).
<----x<--s aAx

Let F(Tr, N) be the expectation of the total reward in N steps under the
initial state x of the policy zr and zero final payoff:

N

Fx(rr, N)=E E qx,_l(at).

Let B be a set of trajectories measurable with respect to the tr-algebra
generated by the cylindrical sets in the space of trajectories. (The exact definition
of a trajectory h is given in 1).

The characteristic function of the set B is denoted by 1B(h): 1B(h) 1 if h B
and ln(h) 0 if hB.

For arbitrary N ->_ N,

F,(zr, N) E E qx,_l(a,)
t=l

+ ., E . q,,_(at) l{,(,x,)=t,n_=i(h)
tl=n zX’ t=l

t=l

tln zX’ t=l

Dividing both sides of this inequality by N and using the fact that the upper
limit of the sum of two sequences does not exceed the sum of the upper limits, we
pass to the limit and obtain

N t=l

(8)

+ E P7(x,_=z)W(mz, t)+.
tl=n zX
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On the other hand,

F(r’q(X’), N) E 2 q,_(a)

+ 2 E q,_(at) 1
t=n zX’ t=l

+E(x’ 2 q,_(a)

{.(,,.x’=,,.,_,=z}(h)]

>-E Y. qx,_l(a,) l{,(n.x’)>r}(h)
t=l

+ Y. E E’’’<x’) E qx,_l(at) 1
tl=n zX’ t=l

{z(n,X’)=q,X,l_l=z}(h)j
Using the existence of the limit of the average reward per unit step for

stationary policies let us pass to the limit in the last inequality having divided it
beforehand by N. We have

q,_(at) l{,(,,.x’)>Ni(h)(9) W(r"r#(X’)) > lim N-1E tN’--.*

N.
+ Y. Z P’;(x,_ z)Wz(,).

tl=rt zX’

From (8) and (9) and Lemma 5 it follows that

W,(’rr)- Wx(zr"rc(X’)) <- E y’. P(xt,_l zl(W,,(zr, z, tl)- Wz(cpl)+8
tl=rt zX’

--<_e+&

Since this inequality holds for any 8>0, Wx(,r)-W,(’rr"cp(X’))<-_e, x X.
The lemma is proved.

REMARK 2. In the proof of Lemmas 5 and 6 the fact that Z is reduced is not
used. Thus if r is a nonrandomized semi-Markov policy, the assertions of these
lemmas is also valid in the case when the CMP is not reduced.

We shall say that the policy 7r is n-stationary on the set X’, X’c X, if there
exists a selector 0 such that: (i) for any z X, x X’ and >_-n, the equality
zrt(z,x)=o(x) holds, (ii) the set X’ is closed under . We shall say that a
1-stationary policy on X’ is stationary on X’.

Lemma 7. Iffor some n them exists an e-optimal policy which is n-stationary
on X, then there exists a-stationary e-optimal policy.

PROOF. Let 7r be an e-optimal n-stationary policy on X. The control sets
Ax(zr, 1) which the policy zr uses are finite. Hence for the controlled Markov
process with control sets Ax(Tr, 1) there exists a stationary optimal policy 0 and
w(q) >= w() >= v(z) e.

Lemma 8. If the functions q(a) are bounded, then for some nonempty set of
states X’ there exists for any e > 0 an e-optimal policy which is stationary on X’.
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PROOF. According to Theorem 3, there exist a selector q and a set of states
X’ closed under p and such that Wx(p)= Vx(Z), x X’. Let zr be an e-optimal
policy for some e > 0. It follows from Lemma 5 that Wx (p) -> V, (zr, 1) for x X’.
By Lemma 6 we have W(zrlq (X’)) >_- W(zr) >_- V(Z)- e. Hence the policy zr’q (X’)
which is stationary on X’ is e-optimal.

5. Proof of the Theorem on the Existence of a Stationary -Optimai Policy

Theorem 4. For any e > 0 them exists a stationary e-optimal policy.
Let us prove a weaker assertion first:

Lemma 9. If the functions qx(a) are bounded, then for any e >0 there exists a
stationary e-optimal policy.

PROOF. Without loss of generality we shall assume that q(a)>-_O. Take
K > 0 such that qx (a) -< K. By Lemma 7 it suffices to show that for each e > 0 there
is an index n for which there exists an e-optimal policy which is n-stationary on X.

We shall say that X" Xis a maximalsubset ofXsatisfying a certain condition
if: (i) X" satisfies the condition, (ii) any other subset X’ X such that X" X’ does
not satisfy the condition.

Let X1 be a maximal subset of X satisfying the following condition: for any
e > 0 there is an index n for which there exists an e-optimal policy which is
n-stationary on X1. That X1 is nonempty from Lemma 8 and the finiteness of X.

If X1 X, then Lemma 9 follows from Lemma 7. Suppose X1 # X. For each
X’such that X1 X’ cX and X’ X1 let e (X’) denote the positive number such
that there does not exist, for any finite n, which is an e (X’)-optimal policy which is
n-stationary on X’. Set e min {e (X’): X1 c X’ c X, X’ X1}. Since X is finite
this minimum is attained and e > 0. For any X’ such that X1 c X’ X and X’ X1
there does not exist for any finite n an e-optimal policy which is n-stationary on
X" For some n let us consider an e/2-optimal policy ,r which is n-stationary on
X. Just as in the proof of Lemma 6, for arbitrary y > 0 take an N/>_- n such that

(10) P’(N <- -(n, Xx) < co) <= V, x e X.

Set R Nv and assume below that R depends on T.
Define the sets

/=Xx and X={x: x eX\XI, p,,(XIa)>O, a cA,,}.

If X we successively define for each k 1, 2,. ,
=XU X

Xk+l {x eX\k,p([a) > 0, a e Ax}.

Since X is finite, it follows that Xi= for some i.
Set

] l, X2 [_J X, X3 X\(Xl tA X2).
k=l
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Let X2 # . Since the Ax are compact, the px (z la) are continuous in a andX
is finite, there exists an a > 0 such that if x xk-for some k 1, 2,. , , then
p,(.f2k-Xla) >--a. It follows that, for any policy o- and arbitrary x and t,

P {x._ X}lx,- >-- a .
tl=t+l

Since 7r is n-stationary on X1 and X1 f-1Xa ,

for >_-n. Hence for t-> n

P(t < r(n, XI) <-_ +]) >- oPx(Xt-1 Xa), x X.
Since

{z(n, X) h} f’l {r(n, X) t.}

for t ta, we have by the last inequality and (10)

(11) - E P(t<r(n, Xx)<--t+f)

<= ]a-iP(R <-_ z(n, X1) < (30) _<_

for x X. From (10) and (11) it follows that, for x X,

(12) P {R <-’r(n,X)<oo}U U {Xt-l eX2} _--<y(l+ja-i).

If X2 , set c 0. In this case (12) coincides with (10).
Let q be a selector such that 7rt(x, z)=0(z) for x X, t_->n and z e X.

Consider the two cases X3 and X3 # .
CASE 1. X3 . By assumption, X2 # . Set y eai/(2jK). By (11) and the

choice of y, for arbitrary N -> R and x e X,
N N

gx(7.1., N) -,r[ (t__l q,_(at))l,_x}(h)]+ E:[(t qx’-(at))1{_x}(h)]
[(N )<--E E qx,_(at) 1

t=l
{xR_leXx}(h )] + Ne/2.

Whence

(13) W(Tr)-<_ lim N-1E E q,_(at) lxR_x,}(h) +e/2.
N-c3 t=l

RqFor the policy 7r (X) we have

G(’n’ecp(X), N) >-E’’(x) t=l qX,_l(at)

E ., qx,_l(at) l{x_xXl}(h)
t=l
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Hence for x X

(14) W,,(,rreg,(X)) >- lim N-1E E q,c,_(at) ll_ex,I(h)
Neo t=

From (13) and (14) it follows that W(zr) W(rR(x)) <--_ el2. Thus the policy
Rzr p (X) which is R-stationary onX is e-optimal. This contradicts the assumption

XI X.
CASE 2. 23 # . Set

(15) 3’ /(2K(1 +ja-i)).

Assertion 1. Them exist a selector and a nonempty set X’ such that" (i)
X’ c X3, (ii) X’ is closed under , (iii) W(r (X’)) >= V(Z)- e.

Since the policy zr (X’) is R-stationary on XltAX’ and X1 UX’#X1,
Assertion 1 contradicts the assumption X1 X and Lemma 9 follows from it.

To prove Assertion 1 we introduce a new state, s + 1, of the process, where
the control set in the state s + 1 consists of the sole point a s+l. For the s-
dimensional vector a {al,. , as} denote by a the vector {- a
For xsX3 consider the sets -Ax={a -a6Ax}. Set ={1,2,...,s,s+l},
=A for x 6X1UX2, . =Ax U(-Ax) for x 6X3 and s+l ={aS+l}.
The functions q(a) and px(z[a) are defined for x, z X and a 6A. Let us

extend them for all x, z s 3 and a s x" (i) if x X and a s Ax, then p (s + 1]a)
0, (ii) if x Xa and a -Ax, then qx(a)=q(-a), and

0 if z X1UXa,

p(z]a) p(zl-a) if z eX3,

p(XIUXal-a) if z=s+l,

(iii) qs+l(a s+l) O, ps+l(zla s+l) 0 for z X, Ps+l(S + lla s+) 1.
Thus if for x X3 we take at some step the control -a instead of a A, the

reward at this step remains as before, the transition probabilities to states z s X3
are unaltered but instead of passing into the set X1 LI X2 the process goes into the
stopping state s + 1. Observe that the functions px(zla) are continuous and the
qx(a) are upper semicontinuous in a.

Consider the CMP defined by the collection {, ."{x, qx(a), p(" la)}. Note
that Z is not reduced. Let us define a mapping o" --> [o’] associating to each policy
tr A, a nonrandomized semi-Markov policy [o’] A ’z. For x e X,

o’t(x, z) if
[o’],(x, z)

o’,(x, z) if

t<R

t>_R

or zXUX,

and z X3;

moreover, [tr]t(s + 1, z) tr,(s, z), z e X.
The validity of Assertion 1 follows from Assertions 2-4.

Assertion 2. For an arbitrary policy A’Z,

w(r) W([o’]), xX.
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Assertion 3. For any x X,

Wx (ETr]) -> Wx(Tr)- e/2.

Assertion 4. There exist a selector A ’z and a nonempty setX’ such that" (i)
X’ =X3, (ii) X’ is closed under , (iii) W([wq3(X’)])-> W([r]), x.

Indeed, by Assertions 2-4

Wx(rR(x’)) >-- Wx([TrR(X’)]) >= W([r]) -> W(Tr)- e/2 >_- V(Z)- e,

for x X.

PROOF OF ASSERTION 2. Set

0 O(h) min {t" > R, x,-2 X3, Xt-1 X3}

and 0, min {0-1, N}. Since q,(a)>-O and qx(a)=qx(-a) for x X3,

(16)

N ON
Fx([O’], N)= Et’]x E qx,_l(at)= E ’x Z qx,_l(at)

t=l t=l

<=E qX,_l(at) + E
t=0N+l

qx,_(a,)] Fx(cr, N),

for x X. Hence Wx ([o’]) -< W. (or), x X.

PROOF OF ASSERTION 3. Since for the CMP Z

{0 < oo} {R <- r(n, X) <} {Xt-1 e X2
t=R

we have due to (12), (15) and (16)
N

F(Tr, N)-Fx([zr],N)=E E q,_,(at)<-P(O<-N)KN<-Ne/2.
t= ON+

From which Assertions 3 follows.

PROOF OF ASSERTION . Set -As+ {a+}. Consider the CMP Z* defined
by the collection {X3 {s + 1}, -A, q(a), p(. la)}. By the definition of X3, for
each x X3 there exists a A for which p(X X2]) 0. Lt *A. b a
slctor such that *(x) a for x X3. Th stX3 is closed under *. Applying
LCmma to th CMP Z* (se Rmark 1) w find that thr xist a slctor

’A. and a st X’ X3 such that Wx(’) Vx(Z*) for x X’ and X’ is closed
under ’. Th slctor ’(x) is dfind for x X3{s + 1}. W xtnd it for
x X X so thaL’(x) A.

For th CMPZ lt th stsA(], ) and th xprssions ([], ), x X,
have th sam sns as th stsA(, n) and th xprssions V(, n) for th CMP
Z,A,xX.

Since ](x, z) -Ax for t R and x X,

Ax([],R-A a.d ,
Hnc Vx(], R) W(’) for x X’. Applying Lemma 6 to th CMP Z and
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policy [Tr] (see Remark 2) we find that

w([r]%’(x’))_>- Wx([r]), x e

Let qA’z be a selector such that q3(x) q’(x) for x X3. Then

[TI’R(x’)]t(X, Z)--[71"]Rqp’(X’)t(X, Z),
t=l,2,...,x, zeX.

Whence it follows that, for x e X,

w([(x’)])= w([]%’(x’))_-> w([]).

Lemma 9 is proved.

PROOF OF THEOREM 4. Let X* be a maximal subset of X satisfying the
following property" for each e > 0 there is a selector o’ for which X* is closed and
Wx(q’) >= Vx (Z) e for any x e X*. From Theorem 3 and the finiteness of X we
have X* - .The assertion of the theorem is that X*= X. Suppose X* X. Since X is
finite take an e > 0 such that for each J such that X* cJ cX and : X* there
is no selector 0 for which J is closed and Wx(o) V(Z)-e for any x e.

For each n 1, 2,. ., define the functions

Set

and

q’(a) max {qx(a), n}.

N

(a,)W2(rr)= lim N-1Ex Y’. qx,-1
Noo t=l

V sup {W (’)" zr c Az}.

Since. q’(a)>-q(a), we have W(zr)>_-W(zr) and hence V >-Vx(Z) for any
xX.

Since the q(a) are bounded and upper semicontinuous, there exists accord-
ing to Lemma 9 for each n a selector q,, for which

W’ (,,) >- V’’- e/2 >- Vx(Z)- e/2, x c X.

Take no such that.q (’/ (x)) _-> no for any x X* For n _-> no consider the
stationary policies

(x) .(x) for x e X\X* and p (X) (e/2 (X) for x X*

From Lemmas 5 and 6 it follows that W7 (p") ->_ W7 (q.) e/2 -> Vx(Z)- e for
any xsX.

Sinceq’((x))=q(q/2 (x)) qx(q (x)) for x X* in case when at least for
one n ->_ no all x X\X* are transient states for the Markov chain defined by q" we
have

w(") w(") _-> v (z) e, x c x.
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Hence for each n >-_ no there exists an intransient state z X\X* for the
Markov chain defined by pn. Since X* is closed under qn it follows that the set of
intransient states z X\X* for the Markov chain defined by p" is also closed
under q". Denote this set by X,. Take a subsequence nk SO that the sets X,
coincide and the sequence p"k converges. Let X, X’ and q" - q. For x X*
we have q(x)=p’/a (x), hence X* is closed under q3 and

(17) W,() >- Vx(Z)- e, x e X*.

Since lim,,_,oo q’(onk(x)) <= qx((x)) for x X, using Theorem I it is not hard
to see that there exists a nonempty set X, X c X’, closed under g3, such that for
xX

(18) W.(q3)__> lim Wx(tpn)_-> V.(Z)-e.
tlk

Since the set X* LI X is closed under q3 and X* t_J X #- X*, relations (17) and
(18) contradict the assumption X* X. The theorem is proved.

From Theorem 4 it follows that the existence of an optimal policy implies the
existence of a stationary optimal policy (cf. [15]).

The author wishes to thank A. A. Yushkevich for the formulation of the
problem and much useful advice.
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